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Sergey Prokofiev (1891-1953)

a poydu ya za khrabrovo.
Otzovitesya, yasnï sokolï !

Alexander Nevsky, Op. 78 • Lieutenant Kijé Suite, Op. 60
Sergey Prokofiev was born in 1891 at Sontsovka in
Ukraine, the son of a prosperous estate manager. An only
child, his musical talents were fostered by his mother, a
cultured amateur pianist, and he tried his hand at
composition at the age of five, later being tutored at home
by the composer Glière. In 1904, on the advice of
Glazunov, his parents allowed him to enter the
St Petersburg Conservatory, where he continued his
studies as a pianist and composer until 1914, owing more
to the influence of senior fellow-students Asafyev and
Myaskovsky than to the older generation of teachers,
represented by Lyadov and Rimsky-Korsakov.
Even as a student Prokofiev had begun to make his
mark as a composer, arousing enthusiasm and hostility in
equal measure, and inducing Glazunov, now director of
the Conservatory, to walk out of a performance of The
Scythian Suite, fearing for his sense of hearing. During
the war he gained exemption from military service by
enrolling as an organ student and after the Revolution
was given permission to travel abroad, at first to America,
taking with him the scores of The Scythian Suite,
arranged from a ballet originally commissioned by the
impresario Dyagilev, the Classical Symphony and his
first Violin Concerto.
Unlike Stravinsky and Rachmaninov, Prokofiev had
left Russia with official permission and with the idea of
returning home sooner or later. By 1920, when life in
America was proving less immediately rewarding, he
moved to Paris, where he re-established contact with
Dyagilev, for whom he revised The Tale of the Buffoon, a
ballet successfully staged in 1921. He spent much of the
next sixteen years in France, returning from time to time
to Russia, where his music was still acceptable.
In 1936 Prokofiev decided to settle once more in his
native country, taking up residence in Moscow in time for
the first onslaught on music that did not suit the political
and social aims of the government, falling, as
Shostakovich is said to have remarked, ‘like a chicken
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into the soup’. Twelve years later, after the difficult war
years, his name was joined with that of Shostakovich and
others in explicit official condemnation, now with
particular reference to Prokofiev’s opera War and Peace.
He died in 1953 on the same day as Stalin and thus never
benefited from the subsequent partial relaxation of
official policy on the arts.
The cantata Alexander Nevsky is drawn from the
music Prokofiev wrote in 1938 for Sergey Eisenstein’s
film dealing with the thirteenth-century conflict between
Russia and the Teutonic crusaders, events which seemed
to have a contemporary relevance, with the growing
threat to Soviet Russia from Nazi Germany. Both
Eisenstein and Prokofiev had had experience of
Hollywood, the latter during a visit in 1938, and
Prokofiev coupled an interest in the new technology with
an enthusiasm for the medium, demonstrated in the eight
film-scores that he wrote. These included a further
productive collaboration with Eisenstein on which he
embarked in 1942 in the film Ivan the Terrible. The two
worked closely together on Alexander Nevsky, with
scenes sometimes following music that had already been
written, or at other times composed immediately after
seeing the first rushes.
The cantata from the film-score for Alexander
Nevsky, which broadly follows the cinematic narrative,
opens with music that reflects, in its initial harshness, the
suffering of Russia under Mongolian oppression, the
cruelty of the oppressors contrasted with the more
plaintive material suggesting the hardships endured by
the people. Song about Alexander Nevsky celebrates
Alexander’s defeat of the Swedish armies on the banks of
the River Neva, in music that reflects the determination of
the Russians against their enemies. In The Crusaders in
Pskov Prokofiev, as elsewhere, avoids recourse to
anything suggesting music contemporary with the events
depicted in the film. The Teutonic crusaders, however,
are given a brief Latin text, their music, with its harsh
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7 V’yezd Aleksandra vo Pskov

Na velikiy boy vïkhodila Rus’;
voroga pobedila Rus’.
Na rodnoy zemlye ne bïvat’ vragu.
Kto pridyot, budet nasmert’ bit.
Veselisya, poy, mat’ rodnaya Rus’!
Na rodnoy Rusi ne bïvat’ vragu,
ne vidat’ vragu nashikh russkikh syol.
Kto pridyot na Rus’, budet nasmert’ bit.
Ne vidat’ vragu nashikh russkikh syol.
Kto pridyot na Rus’, budet nasmert’ bit.
Na Rusi rodnoy, na Rusi bol’shoy
ne bïvat’ vragu !
Veselisya, poy, mat’ rodnaya Rus’!
Na velikiy prazdnik
sobralasya Rus’.
Veselisya, Rus’!
Veselisya, Rus’ rodnaya mat’!

Words by Vladimir Lugovskoy and Sergey Prokofiev

7

earthly beauty has its end,
but I shall wed the brave one.
Now answer me, bright-eyed falcons!
7 Alexander’s entry into Pskov

Russia went forth to a great battle;
Russia defeated the foe.
No enemy shall remain on Russian lands,
whoever comes will be mortally defeated.
Rejoice and sing, mother Russia!
No enemy shall remain on Russian lands,
the enemy shall not see our Russian villages.
Whoever comes against Russia will be mortally
defeated.
The enemy shall not see our Russian villages.
Whoever comes against Russia will be mortally
defeated.
In our own Russia, in vast Russia
no enemy shall remain!
Rejoice and sing, mother Russia!
For the grand festivities
Russia has come together.
Rejoice, Russia!
Rejoice and sing, mother Russia!
© 2003 English translation by Philip Taylor
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ne bïvat’ vragu.
Podnimaysya, vstan’, mat’ rodnaya Rus’ !
Na Rusi rodnoy, na Rusi bol’shoy
ne bïvat’ vragu.
Podnimaysya, vstan’, mat’ rodnaya Rus’ !
Vstavaytye, lyudi russkiye,
na smertnïy boy, na smertnïy boy.
Vstavaytye, lyudi vol’nïye
za nashu zemlyu chestnuyu!
Vragam na Rus’ ne khazhivat’,
polkov na Rus’ ne vazhivat’,
putey na Rus’ ne vidïvat’,
poley Rusi ne taptïvat’.
Vstavaytye, lyudi russkiye,
na slavnïy boy, na smertnïy boy.
Vstavaytye, lyudi vol’nïye
za nashu zemlyu chestnuyu!

5 Ledovoye poboishche

Peregrinus, expectavi, pedes meos in cymbalis est!
Vincant arma crucifera! Hostis pereat !
6 Myortvoye polye - Mezzo-soprano solo

Ya poydu po polyu belomu,
polechu po polyu smertnomu,
poishchu ya slavnïkh sokolov,
zhenikhov moikh, dobrïkh molodtsev.
Kto lezhit mechami porublennïy,
kto lezhit streloyu poranennïy,
napoili oni krov’yu aloyu
zemlyu chestnuyu, zemlyu russkuyu.
Kto pogib za Rus’ smert’yu dobroyu,
potseluyu tovo v ochi myortvïye,
a tomu molodtsu, shto ostalsya zhit’
budu vernoy zhenoy, miloy ladoyu.
Ne voz’mu v muzh’ya krasivovo, krasota zemnaya konchayetsya,
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take arms in the glorious and mortal battle.
Arise, ye free people
for our sacred land!
In our native Russia, in our vast Russia
let there be no enemy.
Rise up, take up arms, our mother Russia!
In our native Russia,
in our vast Russia
let there be no enemy.
Arise, ye Russian people,
take arms in the glorious and mortal battle.
Arise, ye free people
for our sacred land!
No enemies shall march to Russia,
they shall lead no regiments to Russia,
they shall not see the roads to Russia,
they shall not trample our Russian fields.
Arise, ye Russian people,
take arms in the glorious and mortal battle.
Arise, ye free people
for our sacred land!

brass chords and hymn-like implications, in contrast to
the supplication of the people. There follows a patriotic
call to battle in the stirring Arise, ye Russian people. The
Battle on the Ice, an extended scene in the film, is
depicted first by music that suggests the cold of Russian
winter. The approach of the Teutonic knights is heard,
with their chant Peregrinus, expectavi, pedes meos in
cymbalis, as they ride forward. The Russians, with a
motif from Arise, ye Russian people, charge against their
enemy, and the rival forces clash in mortal struggle. Final
Russian victory, in spite of heavy losses, is celebrated in a
triumphant march, with a concluding reference to the
Alexander Nevsky Song. The Field of Death has a
woman searching for her lover, ready to kiss the one who
has died for Russia, and praising the brave rather than the
handsome. The cantata ends with Alexander Nevsky’s
entry into Pskov. The song in his praise is heard, with
other earlier elements of the score recalled before the
final triumph.
The well-known music for Lieutenant Kijé was
written in 1933 for a film, the first of the highly

5 The Battle on the Ice

successful film-scores that Prokofiev was to write during
the next ten years. Directed by Alexander Feinzimmer
and based on a story by Yuri Tynyanov, the film is a
satire on official stupidity and subservience, set in the
time of Tsar Paul, son of Catherine the Great. A clerical
error adds a non-existent officer to a list presented to the
Tsar, who then singles out this man, Lieutenant Kijé, for
special notice. The officials are too afraid to reveal the
true state of affairs, and the fictitious lieutenant goes on
from honour to honour, interrupted only by temporary
disgrace and exile to Siberia, subsequent pardon and
promotion to the rank of general. He is finally buried in
an empty coffin. Prokofiev arranged the Suite, Op. 60,
from Lieutenant Kijé in 1934. For this he had to make
considerable adjustments to the original music, but the
suite retains its allusive melodic appeal, notably in the
final funeral of Kijé, and, particularly in its orchestration,
the irony that was at the heart of the story and the film.
Keith Anderson

Ewa Podleś

Peregrinus, expectavi, pedes meos in cymbalis est!
Vincant arma crucifera! Hostis pereat !

With her distinctive, dramatic voice of staggering range, agility and amplitude, Ewa PodleÊ is widely regarded as
the world’s foremost contralto. Her engagements have included appearances in leading opera houses and concert
venues throughout North America and Europe. In addition to her rigorous operatic calendar she is a highly
acclaimed recital and concert performer and has performed in the major art-song series of Cleveland, Atlanta,
St Paul, Chicago, Paris, Amsterdam, London, Toronto, Moscow, Warsaw, Montreal, San Juan, Québec and New
York. Festival invitations include New York’s Bard Festival, Aix-en-Provence, Flanders, Montpellier and
Lanaudière. Her many collaborations with Marc Minkowski and Les Musiciens du Louvre include two Deutsche
Grammophon recordings, Handel’s Ariodante and Gluck’s Armide, and for Naxos she took the leading rôle in
Rossini’s Tancredi (8.660183-84) and recorded a programme of Rossini opera arias (8.553543).

6 The Field of Death - Mezzo-soprano solo

I shall cross the snow-white field,
I shall fly over the field of death,
I shall search out the bright-eyed falcons,
my husbands, my fine fellows.
Some lie hacked by swords,
some lie pierced by an arrow,
they have watered with their scarlet blood
the sacred land, the Russian land.
Whoever died a fine death for Russia
I shall kiss him on his lifeless eyes,
I shall be the faithful wife and the loving bride
of that fine lad who survived the battle.
I shall not take the handsome one to be my
husband, -
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Orchestre National de Lille
Région Nord / Pas-de-Calais
Founded in 1976 on the initiative of the regional council for the Nord / Pas-de-Calais and with government support,
the Orchestre National de Lille assumes an ambitious artistic programme aiming at the widest possible audience,
performing symphonic repertoire, giving prominence to contemporary work and promoting young talent, cultural
activities and educational projects. Under the leadership of its Director, Jean-Claude Casadesus, international
conductors and soloists join the orchestra in taking music to wherever it may be received, both in France, where it
has performed for two hundred urban communities of the Région Nord / Pas-de-Calais, and abroad. The orchestra
has established itself as one of the leading orchestras in France, and is regularly featured in broadcasts on radio and
television. An outstanding ambassador for its region and for French culture throughout four continents and thirty
countries, it has also enriched the scope of its programming through the commitment of Jean-Claude Casadesus and
his musicians to include the more intimate repertory of chamber music, and by inviting other major orchestras to
participate in the Carrefour d’Orchestres Européens.

Sergey Prokofiev (1891-1953)
Alexander Nevsky
1 Rus’ pod igom mongol’skim

1 Russia under the Mongolian Yoke

2 Pesnya ob Aleksandre Nevskom

2 Song about Alexander Nevsky

A, i bïlo delo na Nevye-rekye,
na Nevye-rekye, na bol’shoy vodye.
Tam rubili mï zloye voinstvo,
zloye voinstvo, voysko shvedskoye.
Ukh, kak bilis’ mï, kak rubilis’ mï!
Ukh! Rubili korabli po dostochkam.
Nashu krov’-rudu ne zhaleli mï
za velikuyu zemlyu russkuyu.
Gde proshol topor, bïla ulitsa,
gde letelo kop’yo, - pereulochek .
Polozhili mï shvedov, nemchinov,
kak kovïl’-travu, na sukhoy zemlye.
Ne ustupim mï zemlyu russkuyu.
Kto pridyot na Rus’ budet nasmert’ bit.
Podnyalasya Rus’ suprotiv vraga;
podnimis’ na boy, slavnïy Novgorod!

Jean-Claude Casadesus
Appointed Permanent Conductor at the Opéra de Paris and the Opéra Comique in 1969, Jean-Claude Casadesus
subsequently played a rôle in founding the Orchestre National des Pays de la Loire. He remained as Associate
Director until 1976, when he was appointed Director of the newly-formed Orchestre National de Lille, to which
ensemble he has since devoted the major part of his activity. Under his direction, the orchestra has performed a wide
repertoire, and disseminated a dynamism and an artistic vision founded on ethical principles and durability. In
parallel, Jean-Claude Casadesus pursues an international career in both the symphonic and the lyric repertories. He
is regulary invited by such orchestras as the Philadelphia, Salt Lake City, Saint Petersburg, Montreal, Prague, the
Gulbenkian Foundation and the Berlin Symphony Orchestra. He has conducted Les contes d’Hoffmann with the
Orchestre de Paris and Verdi’s Requiem with the Orchestre National de France. He is President of Musique
Nouvelle en Liberté and musical director for the Orchestre Français des Jeunes.

3 Krestonostsï vo Pskovye

Peregrinus, expectavi, pedes meos in cymbalis

Latvian State Choir

4 Vstavaytye, lyudi russkiye

The Latvian State Choir was founded in 1942 and was given its present title in 1947. The founder and first
- Dmi¿‰ and Daumants Gailis. In 1969 the leadership of
- Ozoli¿‰, followed by Janis
conductor of the choir was Janis
the choir was taken over by Imants Cep¥tis who together with Ausma Derkïvica worked with the choir for almost a
quarter of a century. Since 1997 the Artistic Director and Principal Conductor of the choir has been Maris Sirmais.
The choir’s repertoire encompasses large-scale compositions, oratorios, cantatas, Masses, Requiems, symphonies,
concert performances of operas, a broad a cappella programme, compositions for chorus and organ, and music from
the early Renaissance to the present day. The choir has received the Latvian Grand Music Award three times (1998,
2000, 2002), and in 2003 was given the Award of the Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic of Latvia. The choir has
collaborated with leading symphony orchestras in Singapore, Israel, Germany, Moscow, St Petersburg, Lithuania
and Estonia, with appearances at international festivals under the most distinguished conductors.
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Vstavaytye, lyudi russkiye,
na slavnïy boy, na smertnïy boy.
Vstavaytye, lyudi vol’nïye
za nashu zemlyu chestnuyu!
Zhivïm boytsam pochot i chest’,
a myortvïm slava vechnaya.
Za otchiy dom, za russkiy kray,
vstavaytye, lyudi russkiye.
Vstavaytye, lyudi russkiye,
na slavnïy boy, na smertnïy boy,
Vstavaytye, lyudi vol’nïye
za nashu zemlyu chestnuyu!
Na Rusi rodnoy, na Rusi bol’shoy

5

It happened on the river Neva
on the river Neva, on the watery expanses.
There we were hacking down the enemy hosts,
the Swedish forces.
Oh, how we fought them,
how we hacked them down!
Oh! We smashed their boats for firewood,
and we didn’t spare our life’s blood.
The swing of our axes carved streets
and the flight of our spears forged lanes!
We lay low the invading Swedes
like feather grass on the arid earth.
We will not yield our Russian land.
Whoever comes to Russia will be mortally
defeated!
Russia has risen up against its enemy,
rise to the fight, glorious Novgorod!
3 The Teutonic Knights in Pskov

Peregrinus, expectavi, pedes meos in cymbalis
4 Arise, ye Russian people

Arise, ye Russian people,
take arms in the glorious and mortal battle.
Arise, ye free people
for our sacred land!
All honour and esteem to our living warriors
and eternal glory to the fallen!
In the name of the paternal home and our
Russian land, arise, ye Russian people.
Arise, ye Russian people,
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1 Russia under the Mongolian Yoke

2 Pesnya ob Aleksandre Nevskom

2 Song about Alexander Nevsky

A, i bïlo delo na Nevye-rekye,
na Nevye-rekye, na bol’shoy vodye.
Tam rubili mï zloye voinstvo,
zloye voinstvo, voysko shvedskoye.
Ukh, kak bilis’ mï, kak rubilis’ mï!
Ukh! Rubili korabli po dostochkam.
Nashu krov’-rudu ne zhaleli mï
za velikuyu zemlyu russkuyu.
Gde proshol topor, bïla ulitsa,
gde letelo kop’yo, - pereulochek .
Polozhili mï shvedov, nemchinov,
kak kovïl’-travu, na sukhoy zemlye.
Ne ustupim mï zemlyu russkuyu.
Kto pridyot na Rus’ budet nasmert’ bit.
Podnyalasya Rus’ suprotiv vraga;
podnimis’ na boy, slavnïy Novgorod!

Jean-Claude Casadesus
Appointed Permanent Conductor at the Opéra de Paris and the Opéra Comique in 1969, Jean-Claude Casadesus
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Vstavaytye, lyudi russkiye,
na slavnïy boy, na smertnïy boy.
Vstavaytye, lyudi vol’nïye
za nashu zemlyu chestnuyu!
Zhivïm boytsam pochot i chest’,
a myortvïm slava vechnaya.
Za otchiy dom, za russkiy kray,
vstavaytye, lyudi russkiye.
Vstavaytye, lyudi russkiye,
na slavnïy boy, na smertnïy boy,
Vstavaytye, lyudi vol’nïye
za nashu zemlyu chestnuyu!
Na Rusi rodnoy, na Rusi bol’shoy

5

It happened on the river Neva
on the river Neva, on the watery expanses.
There we were hacking down the enemy hosts,
the Swedish forces.
Oh, how we fought them,
how we hacked them down!
Oh! We smashed their boats for firewood,
and we didn’t spare our life’s blood.
The swing of our axes carved streets
and the flight of our spears forged lanes!
We lay low the invading Swedes
like feather grass on the arid earth.
We will not yield our Russian land.
Whoever comes to Russia will be mortally
defeated!
Russia has risen up against its enemy,
rise to the fight, glorious Novgorod!
3 The Teutonic Knights in Pskov

Peregrinus, expectavi, pedes meos in cymbalis
4 Arise, ye Russian people

Arise, ye Russian people,
take arms in the glorious and mortal battle.
Arise, ye free people
for our sacred land!
All honour and esteem to our living warriors
and eternal glory to the fallen!
In the name of the paternal home and our
Russian land, arise, ye Russian people.
Arise, ye Russian people,
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NAXOS PROKOFIEV: Alexander Nevsky • Lieutenant Kijé

Composed as a soundtrack for Eisenstein’s film of the same name, Alexander Nevsky, a dramatization
of the thirteenth-century conflict between the Russian people and Teutonic invaders, struck a
resounding chord in the Soviet Union at a time when war with Hitler’s Germany seemed inevitable.
In 1939 Prokofiev re-arranged the score as a cantata for concert performance, and the work soon
established itself as one of the most popular Russian choral works of the twentieth century. Perhaps
Prokofiev’s most popular work, the Suite from Lieutenant Kijé is taken from incidental music for a
satirical film which follows the fortunes of a fictitious officer, the creation of a bureaucratic blunder.
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ne bïvat’ vragu.
Podnimaysya, vstan’, mat’ rodnaya Rus’ !
Na Rusi rodnoy, na Rusi bol’shoy
ne bïvat’ vragu.
Podnimaysya, vstan’, mat’ rodnaya Rus’ !
Vstavaytye, lyudi russkiye,
na smertnïy boy, na smertnïy boy.
Vstavaytye, lyudi vol’nïye
za nashu zemlyu chestnuyu!
Vragam na Rus’ ne khazhivat’,
polkov na Rus’ ne vazhivat’,
putey na Rus’ ne vidïvat’,
poley Rusi ne taptïvat’.
Vstavaytye, lyudi russkiye,
na slavnïy boy, na smertnïy boy.
Vstavaytye, lyudi vol’nïye
za nashu zemlyu chestnuyu!

5 Ledovoye poboishche

Peregrinus, expectavi, pedes meos in cymbalis est!
Vincant arma crucifera! Hostis pereat !
6 Myortvoye polye - Mezzo-soprano solo

Ya poydu po polyu belomu,
polechu po polyu smertnomu,
poishchu ya slavnïkh sokolov,
zhenikhov moikh, dobrïkh molodtsev.
Kto lezhit mechami porublennïy,
kto lezhit streloyu poranennïy,
napoili oni krov’yu aloyu
zemlyu chestnuyu, zemlyu russkuyu.
Kto pogib za Rus’ smert’yu dobroyu,
potseluyu tovo v ochi myortvïye,
a tomu molodtsu, shto ostalsya zhit’
budu vernoy zhenoy, miloy ladoyu.
Ne voz’mu v muzh’ya krasivovo, krasota zemnaya konchayetsya,
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take arms in the glorious and mortal battle.
Arise, ye free people
for our sacred land!
In our native Russia, in our vast Russia
let there be no enemy.
Rise up, take up arms, our mother Russia!
In our native Russia,
in our vast Russia
let there be no enemy.
Arise, ye Russian people,
take arms in the glorious and mortal battle.
Arise, ye free people
for our sacred land!
No enemies shall march to Russia,
they shall lead no regiments to Russia,
they shall not see the roads to Russia,
they shall not trample our Russian fields.
Arise, ye Russian people,
take arms in the glorious and mortal battle.
Arise, ye free people
for our sacred land!

brass chords and hymn-like implications, in contrast to
the supplication of the people. There follows a patriotic
call to battle in the stirring Arise, ye Russian people. The
Battle on the Ice, an extended scene in the film, is
depicted first by music that suggests the cold of Russian
winter. The approach of the Teutonic knights is heard,
with their chant Peregrinus, expectavi, pedes meos in
cymbalis, as they ride forward. The Russians, with a
motif from Arise, ye Russian people, charge against their
enemy, and the rival forces clash in mortal struggle. Final
Russian victory, in spite of heavy losses, is celebrated in a
triumphant march, with a concluding reference to the
Alexander Nevsky Song. The Field of Death has a
woman searching for her lover, ready to kiss the one who
has died for Russia, and praising the brave rather than the
handsome. The cantata ends with Alexander Nevsky’s
entry into Pskov. The song in his praise is heard, with
other earlier elements of the score recalled before the
final triumph.
The well-known music for Lieutenant Kijé was
written in 1933 for a film, the first of the highly

5 The Battle on the Ice

successful film-scores that Prokofiev was to write during
the next ten years. Directed by Alexander Feinzimmer
and based on a story by Yuri Tynyanov, the film is a
satire on official stupidity and subservience, set in the
time of Tsar Paul, son of Catherine the Great. A clerical
error adds a non-existent officer to a list presented to the
Tsar, who then singles out this man, Lieutenant Kijé, for
special notice. The officials are too afraid to reveal the
true state of affairs, and the fictitious lieutenant goes on
from honour to honour, interrupted only by temporary
disgrace and exile to Siberia, subsequent pardon and
promotion to the rank of general. He is finally buried in
an empty coffin. Prokofiev arranged the Suite, Op. 60,
from Lieutenant Kijé in 1934. For this he had to make
considerable adjustments to the original music, but the
suite retains its allusive melodic appeal, notably in the
final funeral of Kijé, and, particularly in its orchestration,
the irony that was at the heart of the story and the film.
Keith Anderson

Ewa Podleś

Peregrinus, expectavi, pedes meos in cymbalis est!
Vincant arma crucifera! Hostis pereat !

With her distinctive, dramatic voice of staggering range, agility and amplitude, Ewa PodleÊ is widely regarded as
the world’s foremost contralto. Her engagements have included appearances in leading opera houses and concert
venues throughout North America and Europe. In addition to her rigorous operatic calendar she is a highly
acclaimed recital and concert performer and has performed in the major art-song series of Cleveland, Atlanta,
St Paul, Chicago, Paris, Amsterdam, London, Toronto, Moscow, Warsaw, Montreal, San Juan, Québec and New
York. Festival invitations include New York’s Bard Festival, Aix-en-Provence, Flanders, Montpellier and
Lanaudière. Her many collaborations with Marc Minkowski and Les Musiciens du Louvre include two Deutsche
Grammophon recordings, Handel’s Ariodante and Gluck’s Armide, and for Naxos she took the leading rôle in
Rossini’s Tancredi (8.660183-84) and recorded a programme of Rossini opera arias (8.553543).

6 The Field of Death - Mezzo-soprano solo

I shall cross the snow-white field,
I shall fly over the field of death,
I shall search out the bright-eyed falcons,
my husbands, my fine fellows.
Some lie hacked by swords,
some lie pierced by an arrow,
they have watered with their scarlet blood
the sacred land, the Russian land.
Whoever died a fine death for Russia
I shall kiss him on his lifeless eyes,
I shall be the faithful wife and the loving bride
of that fine lad who survived the battle.
I shall not take the handsome one to be my
husband, -
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Sergey Prokofiev (1891-1953)

a poydu ya za khrabrovo.
Otzovitesya, yasnï sokolï !

Alexander Nevsky, Op. 78 • Lieutenant Kijé Suite, Op. 60
Sergey Prokofiev was born in 1891 at Sontsovka in
Ukraine, the son of a prosperous estate manager. An only
child, his musical talents were fostered by his mother, a
cultured amateur pianist, and he tried his hand at
composition at the age of five, later being tutored at home
by the composer Glière. In 1904, on the advice of
Glazunov, his parents allowed him to enter the
St Petersburg Conservatory, where he continued his
studies as a pianist and composer until 1914, owing more
to the influence of senior fellow-students Asafyev and
Myaskovsky than to the older generation of teachers,
represented by Lyadov and Rimsky-Korsakov.
Even as a student Prokofiev had begun to make his
mark as a composer, arousing enthusiasm and hostility in
equal measure, and inducing Glazunov, now director of
the Conservatory, to walk out of a performance of The
Scythian Suite, fearing for his sense of hearing. During
the war he gained exemption from military service by
enrolling as an organ student and after the Revolution
was given permission to travel abroad, at first to America,
taking with him the scores of The Scythian Suite,
arranged from a ballet originally commissioned by the
impresario Dyagilev, the Classical Symphony and his
first Violin Concerto.
Unlike Stravinsky and Rachmaninov, Prokofiev had
left Russia with official permission and with the idea of
returning home sooner or later. By 1920, when life in
America was proving less immediately rewarding, he
moved to Paris, where he re-established contact with
Dyagilev, for whom he revised The Tale of the Buffoon, a
ballet successfully staged in 1921. He spent much of the
next sixteen years in France, returning from time to time
to Russia, where his music was still acceptable.
In 1936 Prokofiev decided to settle once more in his
native country, taking up residence in Moscow in time for
the first onslaught on music that did not suit the political
and social aims of the government, falling, as
Shostakovich is said to have remarked, ‘like a chicken
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into the soup’. Twelve years later, after the difficult war
years, his name was joined with that of Shostakovich and
others in explicit official condemnation, now with
particular reference to Prokofiev’s opera War and Peace.
He died in 1953 on the same day as Stalin and thus never
benefited from the subsequent partial relaxation of
official policy on the arts.
The cantata Alexander Nevsky is drawn from the
music Prokofiev wrote in 1938 for Sergey Eisenstein’s
film dealing with the thirteenth-century conflict between
Russia and the Teutonic crusaders, events which seemed
to have a contemporary relevance, with the growing
threat to Soviet Russia from Nazi Germany. Both
Eisenstein and Prokofiev had had experience of
Hollywood, the latter during a visit in 1938, and
Prokofiev coupled an interest in the new technology with
an enthusiasm for the medium, demonstrated in the eight
film-scores that he wrote. These included a further
productive collaboration with Eisenstein on which he
embarked in 1942 in the film Ivan the Terrible. The two
worked closely together on Alexander Nevsky, with
scenes sometimes following music that had already been
written, or at other times composed immediately after
seeing the first rushes.
The cantata from the film-score for Alexander
Nevsky, which broadly follows the cinematic narrative,
opens with music that reflects, in its initial harshness, the
suffering of Russia under Mongolian oppression, the
cruelty of the oppressors contrasted with the more
plaintive material suggesting the hardships endured by
the people. Song about Alexander Nevsky celebrates
Alexander’s defeat of the Swedish armies on the banks of
the River Neva, in music that reflects the determination of
the Russians against their enemies. In The Crusaders in
Pskov Prokofiev, as elsewhere, avoids recourse to
anything suggesting music contemporary with the events
depicted in the film. The Teutonic crusaders, however,
are given a brief Latin text, their music, with its harsh
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7 V’yezd Aleksandra vo Pskov

Na velikiy boy vïkhodila Rus’;
voroga pobedila Rus’.
Na rodnoy zemlye ne bïvat’ vragu.
Kto pridyot, budet nasmert’ bit.
Veselisya, poy, mat’ rodnaya Rus’!
Na rodnoy Rusi ne bïvat’ vragu,
ne vidat’ vragu nashikh russkikh syol.
Kto pridyot na Rus’, budet nasmert’ bit.
Ne vidat’ vragu nashikh russkikh syol.
Kto pridyot na Rus’, budet nasmert’ bit.
Na Rusi rodnoy, na Rusi bol’shoy
ne bïvat’ vragu !
Veselisya, poy, mat’ rodnaya Rus’!
Na velikiy prazdnik
sobralasya Rus’.
Veselisya, Rus’!
Veselisya, Rus’ rodnaya mat’!

Words by Vladimir Lugovskoy and Sergey Prokofiev

7

earthly beauty has its end,
but I shall wed the brave one.
Now answer me, bright-eyed falcons!
7 Alexander’s entry into Pskov

Russia went forth to a great battle;
Russia defeated the foe.
No enemy shall remain on Russian lands,
whoever comes will be mortally defeated.
Rejoice and sing, mother Russia!
No enemy shall remain on Russian lands,
the enemy shall not see our Russian villages.
Whoever comes against Russia will be mortally
defeated.
The enemy shall not see our Russian villages.
Whoever comes against Russia will be mortally
defeated.
In our own Russia, in vast Russia
no enemy shall remain!
Rejoice and sing, mother Russia!
For the grand festivities
Russia has come together.
Rejoice, Russia!
Rejoice and sing, mother Russia!
© 2003 English translation by Philip Taylor
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